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The authors investigate the technique of solving boundary value problems of the potential 

and elasticity theory for hyperboloids of revolution of one sheet. The technique is based 

on the application of integral representation related to the well known Mellor-Fock ex- 

pression. 

Introduction. Harmonic boundary value problems for hyperboloids of revolution and 

problems of the theory of elasticity reducible to the former, belong to the class of problems 

with separable variables and can be solved without any fundamental difficulties. 

Nevertheless, the only case investigated in detail seems to be that of the hyperboloids 

of two sheets [l to 41, while corresponding problems referring to the regions bounded by the 

surface of hyperboloid of one sheet were, in fact, not considered at all. That was apparently 

caused by the lack of a sufficiently developed mathematical method for solving the pro- 

blems of this type. In such a method, major role would be played by the theorem on ex- 

pansion of an arbitrary function f (xl defined on the interval (- m, -) into an integral in 

terms of spherical functions 

(0.1) 

which was proved by the authors a short time ago in [s].* 

* The theorem is valid for functions satisfying the conditions: 
(continued on the next page) 
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Present work utilises this theorem to obtain solutions of some problems of mathematical 

physics and of the theory of elasticity. The results obtained can be of nse in investigating 

a wide class of boundary value problems for hyperboloids of one sheet. 

1. Diricblet problem for a hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet. Let (a, @, cp) be a 

system of curvilinear coordinates connected with the system of cylindrical coordinates 

(r, 2, cp> . by 

r=c coshasinp, Z=C sinh acosf3 (--mu<<, OdP6'/2JI) (1.1) 

Laplace’s equation in this coordinate system will be 

(1.2) 

and it will possess an infinity of particular solutions* 

u = G (a, P) = [A (T) P+,+is (i hh a)+ B (7) P+,+i, (- i hh a)] x (1.3) 

x [C (a) %+I+ (cos P> + D (z) p-1/,+1, (- COS P)l (O<r< =I 
where P,(z) is a spherical Legendre function of the first kind. 

When we consider the inner Dirichlet problem, we must choose the solutions bounded 

on the symmetry axis r = 0. These solutions will be 

(1.4) 

u = u7 (a, P) = [M (7) PJ/,+iT (i l hh a)+ N (T) P+,+fr (- i hh a)] P+,+i+ (cos p) 
(--<<a<, odP<‘lan, o<z< 00) 

ln case of the outer Dirichlet problem, respective solutions will be selected with help 

of the condition of boundedness of grad u on the line r = c, z = 0 and will be of the type 

(1.5) 

u = U+ (a, p) = 

= M (‘) ipJ12+i+ 6 l hh d+ P-l/t+i, (-i l hh a)][ P-l/,+i, (COS p) + P+,+l+(-~0s p)]-j- 

+ N (7) [P-l/,+i~ (i hh aJ - P_ %+i+ (A ‘inh a) 1 [p-~/,+i, (COS p) - P+,+i+ (- CO9 p)] 

(--<~<w, o<pd'/ZJhO<r<oo) 

Inner Dirichlet problem for a hyperboloid of revolution p = fi,, (see figure) can be 

formulated as follows. We require to find a function u harmonic in O,C p<<pO, continuous 

in the closed region 0 4 p .$p 0, satisfying the boundary conditions 

u = f (sinh a) when p = p0 (1.6) 

(continued from previous page) 

(1). Function f(z) is continuous and has a bounded variation on the open interval 

6 =J, m) (with exception perhaps, of arbitrarily small neighborhood of a finite nnmber 
of points. 

(2). 

f (4 br;,~ td$ 121) E L (- OQ, --a), f (4 EL (- a, a) 
In (1 + 2) EL (a, w), a>0 

* Later we shall consider the case when u is independent of Cp. 
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and the conditions at infinity 

!/-~‘,O as /X/-FCC (1.7) 

uniformly in p. We assume that the given function f (sinh U) is con- 

tinuous on the open interval (- m, co) and tends to zero as 1~1 + w . 

In the following we shall restric ourselves to the case when 

f(sinh U) is an even function* and we shall seek a solution in the 

form 

where F (7) is a coefficient to be determined. 

Inserting (1.8) into the boundary condition (1.6), we find 

(1.9) 
Co 

P 
f(.lnhU) = 2 cz s tanh r7 r F CT) 

_,,,+# s1nt.t a)+ P_l,,,i, (- i (shh CL) 

2 
d’G (----<<n<cQ! 

0 

from which, using the transformation formula foliowing from (O.l), we obtain 

Equations (1.8) and (1.10) together, constitute a formal solution to our problem. To 

prove our result rigorously, we shall assume that the given function f (sinh U) can be re- 

presented in the form of the integral (1.9), with F (7) defined by (1.10) and 

l/$‘i’“‘F (T) E L (0, m) (1.11) 

Then, from the estimates 

(1.12) 

I P--l/g+iT C-i Shh d+ P_I:.~+~~ C-i sinh CL) 1 + P-y2 t-i ainh_a) 
________ 

2 2 
(1.13) 

j--N.<%<U) 

which follow from the properties of spherical function, we have 
, 

* The case when f(sinh U) is an odd function of u can bedealt with in the analogousmanner. 
(continued on the next page) 
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i.e. the integral (1.8) converges absolutely. 

In the last estimate, the ~-dependent factor is bounded for any CL, hence convergence 

of the integral (1.8) is uniform on any closed region D (- A <a < A, 0 < j3 6 PO), 
where A is an arbitrarily large constant. Taking into account the fact that the integrand is 

harmonic in D anduaing Aamack Theorem we conclude, that u is harmonic in D and, since 

A is arbitrary, is also harmonic within the hyperboloid p = 0,. 

Uniform convergence also implies the possibility of a limiting process @ + &, under 

the integral sign in (1.8). Therefore, by (1.9), we have 

Finally, from (1.14) it follows that 

u = 0 (1) 
P+,fi 8inh a) + P_+, (- i sinh a} 

2 -0, I++ CX 

uniformly in ,g_ Thus we find, that function u defined by (1.81, satisfies all the required 

conditions and is a soIntion of Dirichlet problem. 

2. Electrostatic problem on the distribution of charges induced on the surface of a 
conducting hyperboloid. As a second example we shall compute the field due to a point 

charge q situated at the point r = z = 0 on the axis of a hollow conducting hyperboloid. 

Representing the potential as 

lJ= )&--J-ul 
we can reduce the problem of determining nl to finding the solution of the Dirichlet 

problem discussed above, with the boundary condition 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Function f(sinh CL) satisfies the conditions of the expansion theorem (0.11, conse- 

quently it can be represented in the integral form (1.9). After necessary calculations, we 

obtain 

and* 

x [p-s[z+-iT (‘OS k) i- 9S,/?+i, (- cos PO)] 

p-yt;.& dnh &+~+,+i+ (-i sinh Cl,) 

2 dt (2.4) 

_.._ _.~ (--<<a<) 

(continued from previous page) 

In the general case, the problem is first separated into two parts, symmetric and anti- 
symmetric. 

* Since the derivation of (2.3) is fairly involved, we present here its final form. 
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Asymptotic behavior of spherical functions as 7-r 00 implies that 

1/; a”/t*TF (r) = 0 (//‘o-~@’ ) 

Consequently, condition (1.11) is in this case fulfilled. 

Using (1.8) we find 

m (2.5) 

UIZnq s 7tmh ?rTp 
- C Coah%rT 

-‘/,+ir toI Ip_*/,+i+ (‘OS PO) + ‘_l/,+i+ (- COS pO)] X 

0 

‘-l/,+i, tcos P) p_y,+is(i sinh U)+P_, ,il,(-i mhh a) dz 

’ ‘d/,+ir tcos PO) 
2 I,’ 

‘--oo<a<m 

t O<P<PO ) 

Representing the potential of the initial field in form of the integral (1.8) where p,, 

is replaced with the arbitrary p (0 < fJ <r/e n) , we can obtain an expansion analogous 

to (2.5) for the final potential u 
00 

u=“4 s Ttanh 77Tp 

~ C COmh'177 -l/r+i+ lo) X 
0 

P 
X 

-*l&s (‘OS PO) p-l/,+i+ (- COS P) - P_I,~+~~ (- cos p0) P_,,t+ir (~0s p) 
P -‘/*.ki? (cos PO) 

X (2.6) 

X 
p-%+iT(i l hha)+P_1,tZ, i,(i #mh cz.) dt _ oc <a < o. 

2 O<P,<po 

Formulas (2.5) and (2.6) together constitute the solution of our problem. 

Density of induced charges distributed on the inner surface of the hyperboloid can 

be found from the formula 

Inserting (2.6) into it, we obtain 

’ 

p-l/l+iT Co) p-~/z.l iT(i mlnh a)+ P_,,2+is (-i sb a) 

p-~/p+ ir (cos PO) 2 
dT 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

C--M<<<) 

In the particular case when flu =r/, X, the hyperboloid degenerates into a plane 

z = 0 with a circular opening of radius c, and the integral (2.8) can be expressed in terms 

of elementary functions. After few operations we arrive at 

Q 
'= - 2,t2C"j,inhal = - co*h'a 

(2.9) 

3. Problem of torsion of a shaft which has the form of a hyperboloid of revolution. 

Let us consider the problem of torsion of a shaft which has a form of a hyperboloid of 

revolution and the surface S of which is acted upon by external forces, whose distribution 

density is 
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p = p@V~i , NESS 
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(3.1) 

In this case, components of the displacement vector will be given by 

u = 0, v - v (r, z), w =o 

where v satisfies 

1 a au d?v 1 
-- r arr+----~V=O a9 (3.2) 

together with the boundary conditions 

d 1 
rdlL-F-v s=- / ; (3.3) 

where n is the outer normal to S, and G is the torsional modulus (see eg. [6] ). Function 

p = p W) should satisfy the condition 
.* 

!s 
rp(#)ds =o (3.4) 

s 

i.e. total sum of the moments of forces acting on the shaft should be equal to zero. 

Having defined v, we can find components of the stress tensor, using the formuIas 

Introducing curvilinear coordinates (a, 8,~) andnsing (1.11, we obtain 

i a au 1 a 8V 

conhU aU 
- --co*hu aa + sinp ,psin p ap - 

i 

1 
---o---&)*=* SIIl2 p (3.6) 

a 1 C ‘r/co.haCGSbla~o p(U) 
apsinpV B=Bo = sin po G (3.7) 

In the following we shall assume that p (~4 is an odd function of Q. diminishing suffi- 

ciently fast at infinity. Equality (3.4) is then fulfilled and the torsional problem can be 

reduced to finding a solation of (3.6) regular in the region 0 ,< fl< flo, satisfying the 

boundary condition (3.7) and tending to zero at infinity. 

Using Fourier’s method, we shall seek this solution in the form 

(3.8) 

where P my(z) is the associated Legendre function*. 

Inserting (3.8) into (3.71, we obtain 
03 

* It is easily seen, that the integrand in (3.8) is a particular solution of (3.6) regular in 
0 < p < so and odd in CC. 
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which can be written as 
a 

cd I/ -- 
G da s co~haa’sinz/& p (a’) da’ = 

-cc 

dw P (3.10) 

=- 
s 

_I,,,i,(i slnh d+‘_t/,+i+ (-i sfnh 4 dz 

da 0 

M (T) P?a/,+ ir (c”S PO) 2 

and will obviously be fulfilled, if M (7) is chosen from the condition 

f(&h a) = -& 1 T/co.haa'-sina~, p(a’)da’= 

03 

= s '-l/,+i,(i a&h a)+ P_I/,+i+ (-i mhh Cij do (3.11) 
2 

0 

(--<a<<) 

Using the theorem (0.1) we find, that 
(3.12) 

M @) =wtanh nr 1 M s P 

Comb 312 ~2 -*j2+i* lcos PO) 0 
fblh a) 

Let ua now apply the above formulas to the solution of the problem of torsion of a 

shaft by two concentrated moments f Mo applied along the circumference u = f a e, 

p = /?,, . In this case wehave 

where 8 (z) is the delta function. Corresponding expression for f(sinh a) will be 

p(a) = f poe(a TaoI (a 4 0) 

MO 
po = 2xc3co.h” dOsina,~ol/co~hle_sin’a 

(3.13) 

f (sh a) = - 
MO 

2&"co.h'q,s~'/3,, 

while outside the given interval, f (sinh U) = 0. 

Putting (3.14) into (3.12) and taking 

(- a0 <a < ~0) (3.14) 

into account, we obtain 
tanht7-T 

M (‘) = &ix0 &&,.h B-T ' 

1 
X 

P’yz+i, 6 sinh &)+‘LI,,+i, (-i stnh c&,) 

Pl,*+ir (cos PO) 2 
(3.16) 
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from which 
M 

follows. 
(--<o<o% O<P<Po) 

ft can easily be checked that the formal solution (3.17) satisfies all conditions of the 

problem. Let us, in addition, compute the tangential stresses in the cross-section a = 0, 

From (3.5) and (3.17), we have 

In the limit when PO = !/2n (problem of torsion of a space with an external circular 

incision and with moments f MO applied at the sides of this incision), the integra1 (3.18) 

can be computed in the closed form, and we have 

If we utiIise the formulas 

(3.20) 

Co 

1 _= j-( 
tenh ??T -P 

If 
-_ 
sinh’t+wx?~ 

s coah ?l’j- 
-“/ati: (0) p-y,+i+ (CC’s PI P_t,t+it (cash) do 

0 (3.21) 

then (3.19) after some transformations, yields 

where rO = c cash u., is the radius of the circumference aIon@; which the tortional moments 

are applied. The possibility of obtaining solutions of a large number of problems of 

mathematical physics by the method outlined above, shows clearly the need for availability 

of the functions 
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Re P_,,,+is (i l inh a.)= 
P-l,‘2+ir (i l lnh Cd+ P-l,t+ir (-4 l inh CL) 

2 

Im P-,,,-+ (i l h cd = 
P_x,,+(t (i #Inh Cd-P_l~t+~r (-i ati a) 

2i 

- m<a<cQ 
o<z<oo (3.23) 

in the tabulated form. Solution of the last problem can be considered as a continuation of 

work on tabulating spherical functions with complex index Y = --l/a f ir,, performed by 

the Computational Center of the Acad. of Sciences SSSR [7 and 81. 
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